TOWARDS  A   SOCIALIST  SOCIETY
towards the development of co-operative and mutualist ideas,,
as well as actually adding to it some applications Fourier had
not foreseen.1
" If Jesus of Nazareth were to return .to-day he would
become a disciple of Fourier of Besanfon and would be most
ardent of all in the teaching of that science which is the salva-
tion of men, Jesus and Christianity have failed to provide the
true means of establishing the reign of love among men : this
has therefore to be done by other than Christian methods;
whereas the doctrine of Fourier does possess the power of
realizing peace/* Considerant declared in a speech at the
Hotel de Ville; and on another occasion he proclaimed the
" social nullity of the Gospel/' urging that " all progress has
been due to the essential passions which make up human
nature—in flagrant contradiction with Christian dogma."
The above passages, which could be paralleled several times
over, are typical of the extraordinary enthusiasm of which
those pioneers of new ideas were capable, as well as of the
amazing expectancy of a period in which new thinkers were
hailed as messiahs. It is interesting to note that years of
apparent failure failed to daunt the old enthusiast who wrote,
as late as 1880, that " nothing good or fruitful existed outside
the conceptions of Fourier."
Consid&rant's teaching, which is scattered in a number of
small books and pamphlets, will therefore follow the main
lines of Fourier's argument. There is the same merciless
criticism of the existing order. " Society of to-day is rotting
away in all its parts/' Wealth is the only avenue to power; not
only because it is a direct source of influence but because
other avenues of influence such as education and favouritism
ultimately depend on money, so that social and economic
classes are virtually hereditary. The cult of " freedom " leaves
the workers h'elpless before a State which is nothing but the
instrument of the economically powerful employers ; while the
1 Professor Ferraz rightly remarks that whereas the disciples of Saint-
Simon made him out to be more Radical than he really was, Fourierists have
generally watered down their master's doctrine (Histoire de la PhilosopMe en
Trance, ii., p. 142).
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